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résumé: Mon article traite de la relation entre la théorie et la critique littéraires après
la Seconde Guerre Mondiale, tel qu’elle est définie par plusieurs théoriciens et penseurs
(R. Wellek, M. Krieger, J. Culler, entre autres). D’abord déclarée comme celle de la
coopération et de l’échange des concepts et techniques, cette relation s’avère
problématique pour plusieurs raisons: la notion de théorie comprise comme « la théorie
littéraire» ou «théorie» en tant que telle, la référence à la littérature en tant que théorie
et critique etc. En outre, l’article décrit le domaine occupé par la théorie de la critique
entre les deux disciplines, en se concentrant sur   le concept de la méthode critique, dont
les caractéristiques et les difficultés sont ensuite examinées (selon R. Barthes, A. Asor
Rosa, J. Starobinski et M. Krieger). Le paragraphe final prend en compte les développe -
ments récents dans ce domaine, en s’appuyant brièvement sur « la redéfinition» de la
théorie et de la méthode en tant que fictions/histoires, et le concept de post-théorie analysé
dans le manifeste rédigé par Martin McQuillan, Graeme Macdonald, Robin Purves et
Stephen Thomson en 1999.
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i. an ambiguous contract

Reiterating an older idea, René Wellek, one of the leading figures of 20th-century
literary criticism and theory, wrote in 1961 that literary history, theory and criticism
“implicate each other so thoroughly as to make inconceivable literary theory without
criticism or history, or criticism without theory or history...” (1). The “somewhat naive”
conclusion (Wellek 1) positing the logical interdependence of the three disciplines of
literary study immediately made room for a plea in favour of their cooperation, which
was, at that time, in the critic’s opinion, only a desiteratum. What Wellek had in mind for
literary criticism was that it should reach the theoretical level – theory being implicitly
seen as a queen of (literary) knowledge, granted the same status as philosophy within the
epistemological paradigm of the Ancient World. The contribution of criticism to this
cooperation with theory would reside in the assessment of specific works and in making
value judgments, which cannot be eluded by any noteworthy theoretical system. Criti -
cism is therefore deemed to be a form of practice whose activity needs to be regulated
by literary theory. The aforementioned study set “the task of building a literary theory,
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a system of principles [...] which will necessarily draw on the criticism of concrete works
of art but will constantly invoke the assistance of literary history” (20).

Retrospectively, Wellek’s viewpoint bears the mark of utopia. In fact, theory often
dispenses with the services of literary theory, while criticism without theory is also well
represented within the history of literary studies, and not only during the age of the former
impressionistic criticism. The partnership between theory and criticism continued to be
asserted as a necessity, although it was seldom seen at work. In this line, another humanist
theoretician – the American Murray Krieger – described in 1976 the harmonious (ideal)
relation of cooperation between the two disciplines: “By literary theory […] I mean the
systematic construct that accounts for and makes consistent the individual critiques of
works of literature” (3), without being too optimistic, however, about reaching that level.
More recently, William Righter (The Myth of Theory) noticed that only rarely are critics
consistent in applying a given methodology or reading theoretical system in their critical
practice, and that, on the other hand, “individual” criticism does not always reflect on its
status. In other words, the encounter between theory and criticism is difficult, despite all
statements of principle. 

The cooperation between theory and criticism can be seen as a trade-off with three
distinct moments: 1) literary theory as a pilot-discipline, with criticism in the position of
applying the principles and constructs of the former (the case of Structuralism, let’s say);
2) the domination of criticism while theory is going through a crisis or is simply neglected
(for instance, the Western Personistic criticism of the 80s or the Romanian neo-Im -
pressionism  between 1960 and the 70s); 3) criticism and theory go hand in hand, they
commensurately give and take concepts, hypotheses, suggestions for interpretation (this
would be the case of Wellek’s “utopia”).

From a historical perspective, theory seems to be of more importance to criticism (case
no. 1 mentioned previously) than criticism to theory. In their tacit interdisciplinary
“contract”, the offer made by literary theory seems too costly in the eyes of many critics,
while the products of criticism are sought after only when the critic takes on the position
of theoretician. 

Notwithstanding this, ironically enough, most introductions to literary theory
describe… schools of criticism (a paradox noticed by Jonathan Culler in his Preface to
Literary Theory. A Very Short Introduction, 1997). In many cases, it is not easy to dissociate
between criticism and theory, all the more so when criticism takes on a salient reflexive
dimension, or when theory aims at an immediate application (post-colonial studies and
some trends in feminist studies, for instance).

Another aspect which complicates this relation even further is that, gradually, theory
stops being referred to as “literary” (leaving now aside the terminological ambiguities in
various European languages/cultures, which vacillate between the formula “theory of
literature” and “literary theory”1). Over the last decades, theory no longer designates the
exact discipline dealing with the valencies of literary discourse, as defined by Roland
Barthes (Criticism and Truth, 1966) or Gérard Genette (“Criticism and Poetics”, “Poetics
and History”, in Figures, 1972) in the wake of Russian Formalists – calling it “science
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of literature” or “poetics”. In his seminal Introduction of 1997, Jonathan Culler no longer
uses the phrase “literary theory” – despite the very title of the book! – but „just plain
‘theory’” (1), with the same meaning R. Barthes had in mind when referring to “the great
philosophies of the century” informing literary studies. In this light, theory is only loosely
tied to literature, at least not directly. Hardly can we fall upon literary theory in the books
written by the philosophers of the Frankfurt School, in the writings on anthropology or
psychoanalysis, or in the studies authored by Michel Foucault or Pierre Bourdieu. “Theory”
has come to mean any systematic construct relevant to the interpretation of literature (hence
to criticism), and, mind you, “whose truth or falsity might be hard to demonstrate” (Culler
2). This undecidability differentiates it from science2, as the permanent denial of widely
held assumptions separates it away from ideology. To Paul de Man, the strength of theory
lay in its impossibility to be defined, in its protean condition (The Resistance to Theory,
1986). Very much like Antoine Compagnon, who acknowledged a consistent theory only
if it agreed to question its own discourse. Recently, Wolfgang Iser expands the area any
theory should cover in a relevant way to include the entire field of arts and humanistic
culture, in a very broad sense.

J. Culler’s new theoretical themes (meaning, identity, redefining nature and culture,
the human psyche, history, to which we may add the concepts of literature and European
identity, recently entering the researchers’ sphere of interest) can also turn out to be relevant
to the critical reading of a literary text.  

A safer way to approach the relation between theory and criticism is to relate them
both to literature. In A. Compagnon’s opinion, theory is to criticism what criticism is to
literature: theory is a criticism of criticism/a meta-criticism examining the practice of
literary criticism. The way theory and criticism relate to literature remains problematic:
although it is “an object” to both discourses, in differents ways (abstract, general / concrete,
individual), eventually, literature baffles all definitions. 

ii. The Theory of criticism

Although the various disciplines of literary study (theory, criticism, literary history…)
seem to enjoy an equally important status, as the postulates of interdependence and
interdisciplinary cooperation mentioned above indicate, in fact a certain Structuralist
understanding – in a typological sense – of literature has bequeathed us the idea of the
preeminence of theory over criticism and literary history, and also that of the preeminence
of criticism over literary history. We are dealing here with a hierarchical system, where
theory governs the principles and methods of criticism and history, and criticism is
indispensable for setting a literary work in its historical context from an axological
perspective (in this sense, G. Călinescu claimed that a literary historian should first be a
good critic). Step by step, literary history gave way to criticism (see the crisis of positivist
historiography), after which, as of the 60s, criticism has been undergoing an attack on
behalf of theory.    
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The theory of criticism is that branch of literary theory whose aim is to define the status
of criticism, its analytical techniques and specific functions. It cannot be seen outside (or
above) critical practice as such, since it represents in many instances the very
formalisation of the latter. All the critics have (or should have, better said!) a certain
conception on literature and on criticism, on the goals of their undertaking. Consequential
to this link with the practice of the discipline is that many theories depend on a certain
methodological option the theorist/the critic has assumed implicitly or has even
acknowledged as such. Therefore, theory does not actually deal with criticism in general,
but only with a particular type of criticism. 

The stand taken by the theory of criticism in its relation with theory, on one hand, and
literary criticism, on the other, is actually quite thankless. The theory of criticism seems
to be doomed to a marginal status, as an annex of the critical text, much as the critical
discourse was pushed, by dint of premodern literary prejudices, to the outskirts of the
literary text, adjacent to it and, ultimately, dispensable. This meta-criticism is, therefore,
twice moved away from its ultimate object (literature, the literary work), since it entertains
the illusion of its scientific status. The material for the theory of criticism seems to be
provided mainly by the prefaces and conclusions of the studies of literary criticism,
locations usually prone to theoretical meditations, but outside the praxis of this
discipline.  

Leaving aside the differences between critical schools, one can identify a body of
common topics peculiar to the theory of criticism, namely: outlining the object of literary
criticism; the critic’s relation with this object (“the critical relation”, borrowing Jean
Starobinski’s syntagm) or, in a broader sense, the status of the critic and of criticism; issues
related to the functions of criticism; and, of course, the design and application of critical
methods (not all methods being equally well defined or applicable). 

iii. The concept of critical method

The applicability of theory to text analysis and its ability to operate as a reading system
are among the recurrent topics of post-war theoretical and critical dialogue. The
interdisciplinary transfer has often encountered and overcome many preconceived ideas,
related to the unabating connotations of aridity, schematism3, etc., that pit theory against
practice. 

In the theory of criticism, the concept of “method” brings together, into a structured
and relatively homogeneous entity, similar attitudes toward the literary object, related ways
of seeing the status of criticism, kindred views upon the degree of rigor and freedom
necessary or possible in a critical act. It also enables us to delineate the major tendencies
of contemporary and older literary criticism and compare them with each other. The
concept as such is borrowed from the exact sciences and adapted, in various ways, to the
literary specificity; therefore, it can sometimes be difficult to justify the use of the same
term in relation to, for instance, the critical procedure developed by Taine or Lanson, on
the one hand, and Poulet or Barthes, on the other. 
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There are several meanings attributed to the notion of method in criticism, according
to its different perspectives and contexts. Thus, to the theorists belonging to the posi tivist
tradition, method is a rigour-bound procedure whose consistent implementation leads to
a thorough understanding of the object. If not flexible enough in adapting the scientific
concept of method to the field of literary criticism, we run the risk, every time, of missing
the fact that the object of criticism is, ultimately, a historical and cultural one, already
“replete” with tradition and other interpretations. We never cease to ask ourselves whether
the theory or the method sheds light on the text, or, on the contrary, the text illustrates
the theory. 

In Criticism and Truth (1966), R. Barthes saw the method of criticism as a linguistic
anamorphosis, establishing its transformation rules according to the optic models. Two
decades later, the Italian Alberto Asor Rosa (“Metodo e non metodo (nella critica
letteraria)”, 1985) also described the method of literary criticism as “one of the endless
possibilities of translating the literary language into ‘another language’” (qtd. in
D’Ambrosio 8). Applying a method is nothing else but the starting point of an infinite
process of transforming and continuously revaluing signs and meanings. Theoretically
speaking, the outcome is a “product” rich in interpretations, but also a Derridean post -
ponement of meaning. Asor Rosa, who identifies Descartes as the father of the method,
does not forget to say that the translation of a literary text into another language brings
along its falsification, in a different sense than the one intended by Karl Popper in the
context of the epistemology of sciences. 

The difficulty of elaborating a consistent method for the interpretation of texts is also
underlined by Murray Krieger in “The Vanity of Theory and Its Value” (3-4). Furthermore,
once the system is in place, nothing guarantees that its application is an act of “genuine”
criticism. The method should be tailored to the object and not the other way round.

Inevitably, the reading method undergoes changes in the critical process of responding
to the requirements and the stimuli of the text; because, likewise, the writer “in his work,
denies, overcomes, changes himself” (Starobinski 22). Only then does the method take
shape, as an outcome of the dialogue engaged with the work. As Jean Starobinski writes,
“the method can be conceptualised only when it has fulfilled its function and is no longer
useful” (12). Eventually, this necessary malleability would make it impossible for another
critic to adopt the reading system and hence to establish a school. In reality, schools of
criticism do exist, of course, and the differences among critics, beside the set of (more
or less explicit) common principles which bring them together, make the schools viable.  

iV. recent developments

Given the post-structuralist scepticism toward method, it was only natural to “tame”
it under the form of methodological “fiction”.  Christine Brooke-Rose takes this step in
Stories, theories and things (1991). The narrative (the story, le récit) has provided, from
the 80s onwards, the heuristic model to all the disciplines, be they humanistic or “exact”.
In the field of literary theory, even narratology, which is by definition a solid ground, “got
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swallowed into the story, [...] became the story of its own functioning” (16). Deconstruction
and Postmodernist theories worked, in their turn, with the “soft” concept of theory as
fiction/narration.

Theory, just like any other international brand, still needs promotion campaigns now
and then. A quite smart one was done for post-theory, which showed how skillful this
discipline is in turning its moments of crisis into successes.

A ludic manifesto for post-theory belongs to Martin McQuillan, Graeme Macdonald,
Robin Purves and Stephen Thomson (Post-theory. New Directions in Criticism, 1999).
(We should take note of the fact that the subtitle invalidates the ambitious title: to believe
that novelty is still possible once the end of theory – or of theories – has been announced
signals a hope-giving contradiction.) The theoretical scaffolding of the manifesto is
(nonetheless) Derridean deconstruction. The authors see the demise of theory as an
unabating theme of theory itself. What is really interesting is the critique of the
institutionalisation of theory, the way it is being transformed into a teaching technique
for students. Theory has become, according to these authors, a doxa, i.e. the very thing
it has always tried to undermine, by undergoing a process similar to the classicisation of
the Avantgardes. 

Pessimistic voices have already noticed the risk that any new form of theory might
be more or less an anti-theory, a post-theory; under these circumstances, the real novelty
would be always postponed, nothing else but a way of bringing back to life an “old” theory.
What criticism can become these days, after its apparent “decolonisation” (although
colonisation has never been complete and persistent) – is a question for the years to come.

noTes

1 For further details on the distinction between theory of literature/literary theory, see, among others, Antoine
Compagnon, Le Démon de la théorie. Littérature et sens commun, Chapter „Que reste-t-il de nos amours?”,
Seuil, Paris, 1998. 

2 See, to this end, Wolfgang Iser, How to Do Theory, par. „Hard-Core and Soft Theory”, Blackwell Publishing,
2006.

3 Hans-Georg Gadamer also dealt with them in his Praise of Theory (1988). The philosopher phrased his conclusions
in an interrogative way, making room for the ongoing dialogue between the two spheres of human activity:
“is theory, ultimately, a form of practice [...], or practice itself is theory, once it is a truly human practice?”
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